
 

Assignment 1 

PADM 5781 

Spring Semester, 2020 

Dr. Neubauer 

 

Please watch these two YouTube videos carefully. In the first one, use your computer mouse (depending 

on the device you are using) to scroll around the 360-degree background as you watch and listen. I 

recommend that you do this assignment on a desktop computer. (Please ignore and skip any 

advertising, which is beyond my control in any case.) Submit your work as a Word file (or an Adobe .pdf 

file) in GeorgiaView (correct course and drop box) on or before the due date. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUosdCQsMkM 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NecRXH5vsDA 

 

Please think about the content and observe your feelings as you watch these two videos carefully. You 

may want to view each of the videos twice – one focused on observing your feelings and once focused 

on your thoughts. 

 

The first video was produced by the United Nations. 

 

The second video says something about policy advocacy and the nature of representative democratic 

political systems in the United States today. 

 

Please answer each of the following questions in one solid paragraph, in the order asked. 

 

1. Identify and describe your feelings as your watch the “Clouds Over Sidra” video. Then in the 

same paragraph, identify and describe your thoughts as you watch the same video. 

 

2. Identify and describe your feelings as you watch the video about young people trying to engage 

with Senator Dianne Feinstein regarding climate change. Then in the same paragraph, identify and 

describe your thoughts as you watch the same video. 

 

3. What does effective advocacy (in the context of public policy formulation in a system of 

governance) mean to you? Do you think effective advocacy usually involves an appeal to emotions or to 

reason/logic (or to both feelings and thoughts)? Explain your answer. In other words, why or how? 

 

You are welcome to write one or more additional paragraphs extending your thoughts in the first three 

paragraphs. I will base your grades on the first three paragraphs, specified above. 

 

[continued] 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUosdCQsMkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NecRXH5vsDA


 

RUBRIC 

 

Your name on work. 
 

[  ] no     [  ] yes 

Work submitted in GeorgiaView on time and in correct course and 
box. 

[  ] no     [  ] yes 

Addressed feelings regarding the first video. [  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

Addressed thoughts regarding the first video. [  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

Addressed feelings regarding the second video. 
 

[  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

Addressed thoughts regarding the second video. 
 

[  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

Addressed the cognitive dimensions involved in effective advocacy for 
public policies and awareness. 

[  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

Correct writing including proper use of sentences and paragraphs, 
grammar, spelling, punctuation and word-choice. 

[  ] missing or very weak 
[  ] needs development 
[  ] okay 

 


